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PERFECT CHAOS - An eclectic blend of Eastern and Western influences give this Pop-Rock Album a

refreshingly original and majestic sound. See for yourself... 15 MP3 Songs POP: Power Pop, ROCK:

Modern Rock Details: This album is an absolute Full-Force Assault on the Senses. It's a new breed of

WORLD-ROCK, inspired by Acts like MAROON 5, LENNY KRAVITZ, ROB THOMAS and AUDIOSLAVE.

If you could package Intensity, Emotion, Adrenalin and Sex in one box, it would have ASHRAF's name on

it, and it would be called PERFECT CHAOS. Perfect Chaos, the debut solo album from Ashraf is a

compelling and exciting audio journey drifting across the fringes of soulful and jazzy blues-rock, with

tracks like SHATTER or BLUE FLAME, to emotionally charged and hard-hitting power-pop ballads like

ANGELS ONLY KNEW and WHISPERS. Having written, arranged, composed, performed, recorded and

produced the entire album on his own (at Metalworks Studios in Mississauga, Ontario, the studio where

legendary artists such as Prince, K-OS, Sum 41 and D12 have recorded), Ashraf has delivered a vibrant,

expressive, quality record that's bound to inspire fans and other members of the independent music

community. Ashraf has recently signed an International Artist Representation agreement with A-B-A-C-A

Entertainment Group, to be represented to foreign sub-publishers and record executives at three of the

world's leading International Music Conferences: POPKOM, MIDEN and SXSW in 2006.In addition, an

acoustic version of the single release, SHATTER, will be featured on the next Acoustic Rainbow CD

Sampler, distributed to 1200 DJ's worldwide for international airplay. With inspiration from international

recording artists like MAROON 5, LENNY KRAVITS and ROB THOMAS, Ashraf's blend of Eastern and

Western musical influences in his refreshingly original works of art will give fans of exciting and

emotionally charged new music something to talk about for a long time...
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